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Launched in June 2006, Bodo‘s Power Systems magazine 
serves the power electronics markets worldwide for systems 
design engineers. Bodo’s extensive past semiconductor  
experience and his many years on the PCIM Conference  
advisory board has given him both the expertise and the  
experience to share interesting content to every issue of  
the monthly magazine. Today our magazine reaches a highly 
specialized audience worldwide 12 times a year.

We serve a global industry.  
That‘s why our motto has always been:  
One World, one Magazine, on Time, Always! 

Editorial Mission 
Bodo‘s Power Systems is both delivered in print and digital 
formats. 

Using our strength and global understanding of the  
power electronics market, our magazine is the publication 
focused exclusively on the technical needs of power  
electronics engineers. 

Using both a print and digital format, we provide the  
global engineering community detailed technology,  
applications, products and news. Our free online archive 
shows all magazines from the the first one published,  
giving you a huge database of information on demand. 

Approved Circulation Statement 
Print and circulation of mailed copies to the readers have 
been audited by an Advertiser Steering Committee (ASC) of 
international Members with full visibility to circulation,  
print and postage details since September 2006. 

We are committed to protecting the privacy of our  
subscribers and other users of our digital services.  
Our data protection declaration is based on the terms used 
by the European legislator for the adoption of the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

About Us

Bodo Arlt Holger Moscheik
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We are the only journal for power electronics and systems  
delivering worldwide print and digital. Both magazine formats 
will carry identical content, so your advert will be published in 
print and digital. 

For best quality please provide your artwork in the 
highest resolution.

Of course, you are welcome to provide your artwork as  
a PDF containing trackable links for the digital version!  
No PDF on hand? No problem, our designer can handle all 
common file types. Minor changes with the artwork can be 
realized on demand. 

Please send an email to: advertising@bodospower.com 
and we will get in contact with you very soon. 

Giving us a first impression of what you’re planning  
to do (size, frequency, budget, ...) will speed up the  
process. And last but not least, please let us know  
where you’re located so we can assign your request 
to the right person.

Magazine Advertisement

Print circulation

Germany 5.732
United Kingdom 1.159
France 1.086
Spain 1.190
Italy 1.238
Scandinavia 1.127
Benelux 1.154
Eastern Europe 1.229
Rest Europe 1.198
USA/Canada 4.576
Far East VIP Only 1.311

Total 21.000

PDF-Downloads per month

In average since Jan 2019 16.900

Industry

Aircraft/Space 7,4 %
Automotive 18,3 %
Communication 2,3 %
Computer 1,1 %
Consumer Electronics 4,9 %
Education/Research 10,3 %
Components/Materials 14,3 %
Energy Generation 4,8 %
Industrial Control 17,1 %
Medical/Opto 1,6 %
Power Supplies 14,7 %
Test & Measurement 3,2 %

Job/Function
Design/Engineering 51,0 %
Management/Purchasing 17,5 %
Services/Consulting 4,3 %
Education 10,6 %
Test 2,6 %
Sales/Marketing 14,0 %

Audience Overview
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Format:

• Full Page  180 x 270 mm
• Half Page   90 x 270 mm
• Half Page  180 x 130 mm

Full page bleed is based on 210 x 297 mm  
for full A4 plus 5 mm around results into 220 x 307 mm 
Partial bleed adverts on request 

Closing Dates:   

Magazine advertisement by 15th of preceding month 

Mechanical requirements are based on A4 

Send material to: material@bodospower.com

Production Requirements
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Format:

• Third Page 60 x 270 mm
• Quarter Page 85 x 130 mm
• Eight Page 43 x 130 mm

Partial bleed adverts on request

Closing Dates:   

Magazine advertisement by 15th of preceding month 

Mechanical requirements are based on A4 

Send material to: material@bodospower.com

Production Requirements
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“Bodo’s Special Announcement” contains  
around 200 words, one picture and two banners 
468 x 60 px, mailed to over 26.000 subscribers 
worldwide.

Bodo will write a short introduction to every 
newsletter, to make it less commercial to reach 
the professional audience of Bodo’s magazine 
subscribers. The newsletter uses a defined for-
mat. Please use our template.

Deadline for material is always 10 days before the 
scheduled sending date. We support animated 
newsletter banners. Please be aware that some 
email apps show the first frame only - design your 
frame order accordingly. Marketing statistics, in-
cluding open rate and click rate along with addi-
tional information, will be available afterwards.

Private eNewsletter

1

franziska.kullig@bodospower.com

Von: Bodo Arlt <newsletter@bodospower.de>
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 14. Oktober 2020 10:06
An: franziska.kullig@bodospower.com
Betreff: RG14160 - Bodo's Special Announcement: Flux-Less Soldering for Power

Modules

Dear Friends, 

Not only the range, which is often discussed, will decide on the spread of 
electromobility. Also, the reliability of the vehicles will also be an important 
factor. The basis for this reliability is created in the production of 
components like power modules. 

Best regards, 
Bodo Arlt 

Power Modules: Typical Failure Modes and How to Solve 
Them 

The future of electric vehicles is dependent on highly reliable power 
modules. However, the stack of interconnects in power modules are the 
source of mechanical failures. Removal of heat between the DBC and 
baseplate is often the main source of thermal mismatches, making voids in 
this joint the most pressing challenge for power module manufacturers. 

2

The SST 8300 Series Automated Vacuum Soldering System is capable of 
reliable flux-less soldering with less than 1% voiding using a reliable 
Formic Acid or Forming Gas option. Using SST's proven design utlizing 
vacuum pressure + Pressure above Atmospheric, the SST 8300 eliminates 
voids close to zero. This technology solves the key problem of voiding and
thermal mismatches with larger surface area attachments in the critical 
DBC to Baseplate joint.

The SST 8300 Series Automated Vacuum Pressure System provides
superior bond technology for soldering and/or sintering processes. A
modular concept strategy, together with intelligent industry standard MHS 
solutions, allows for flexible upscalability to match production throughput 
for each individual customer device.

The entire process takes place in a single chamber, however, the SST 8300 
supports scalable automation. Additional chambers up to 5 can be added
or upgraded in the field as production capacity needs increase.

Learn more and download:

• SST 8301 brochure
• SST 8303 brochure
• Case Study: Extremely Low-Void, Lead-Free Solutions for Power

Module Applications

Privacy Policy 

This eMail was sent to: franziska.kullig@bodospower.com.
We are committed to protecting the privacy of our subscribers and other users of our online services. Please see our Privacy
Statement for details.
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Report
eNewsletter_2020-10-19_rohde Sent on 19.10.2020 10:00

 Desktop (87 %)  vs  Mobile (13 %)

Desktop Moblie

44 % Outlook

19 % unknown

10 % IPhone

10 % webmail service

6 % Apple Mail

4 % Thunderbird

3 % Android

2 % Outlook 2010

1 % Outlook 2007

0 % Windows Live Mail

 Origin

Country Opens % Open Rate

1. United states (4967) 22 %

2. Netherlands (1900) 8 %

3. Finland (1894) 8 %

4. Deutschland (1500) 7 %

5. France (1037) 5 %

6. Österreich (720) 3 %

7. United kingdom (320) 1 %

8. Italy (187) 1 %

9. Spain (144) 1 %

10. Schweiz (102) 0 %

Page 2

eNewsletter_2020-10

Sender: newsletter@bodospower.de

Betreff: Bodo's Special Announcement: Your subject line

 Overview

Opens 2.410 11,94% Open Rate
4503 total

Bounces 218 1,07% undeliverable

Unopened 17.773 88,06% not opened

Clicks 332 13,78% Click Rate
1057 Total Clicks

Unsubscribes 15 0,07% Unsubsribes

Recipients 21.401

Delivered 20.183

Bounces 218

Unique Opens 2.410

Total Opens 4.503

Unique Clicks 332

All Clicks 1.057

Orders 0

Turnover 0,00 EUR

Conversion Rate 0,00%

 "Opens & Clicks"

 Top links

Top links Clicks Click Amount

1. https://loremipsum 32,90%

133 15,63%

122 14,34%

113 13,28%

107 12,57%

2. https://www.loremipsum.aspx

3. http://www.loremipsum.htm

4. https://www.loremipsum.aspx

5. https://www.loremipsum.aspx

6. https://www.loremipsum.aspx 96 11,28%
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Your Billbord size top banner on bodospower.com or/and your 
banner in our bi-weekly eNewsletter “Bodo’s Power News”.

For the best integration, we highly recommend a dark (black) 
background for the billboard banner. 

We support animated newsletter banners. Please be aware 
that some email apps show the first frame only - design your 
frame order accordingly. We assume that you are collecting 
your own statistics, as our provider provides us only with a 
quarterly report and doesn’t count any clicks for example.  
The usage of scecific links or landing pages is strongly  
recommended. We support an URL as image source if you  
wish to count impressions that way.

Deadline for online material is the 15th of the preceding month. 

Online Advertisement

Continents

Europe 61,44%
North America 25,53%
Asia 11,09%
Africa 0,53%
South America 0,52%
Oceania 0,26%
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Online Advertisement
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Your contribution to  
Bodo’s Power Systems magazine.  
All editorial contributions are free in Bodo’s Power Systems. 
We are happy to receive and review your material, but we 
will only accept articles that have not been previously  
published in other publications. Once reviewed we will get in 
contact with you.  

Special conditions apply for cover stories - please contact us. 

Deadline for editorials:  
First week of the issue’s preceding month. 

It is important that only exclusive articles are sent for review 
to ensure the integrity of the magazine so that engineers 
continue to use Bodo’s Power Systems as their irst source 
for original information. 

Please forward any contributions to 
material@bodospower.com

All articles are also published on 
our partner site eepower.com.
This results in an even further awareness, at no extra cost. 
In case you would like us to exclude your contribution from 
that channel, please let us know.

Contribution

Bodo´s Power Systems® November 2020 www.bodospower.com48

CONTENT

A higher battery capacity is obtained by using more cells, in series or 
in parallel. For example, to double capacity, the easiest thing to do is 
to move from one cell (1S) to two cells in parallel (2P). This solution 
doubles the delivered power and preserves the voltage rating of the 
electronics downstream while increasing the current drawn from the 
battery. However, the problem comes when charging the battery since 
a standard USB-C cable is rated for 3A. Charging a 2P battery re-
quires twice the current, which may exceed the 3A limit. Alternatively, 
the charging rate may be halved, leading to twice the charging time.

The USB Type-C standard supports 15W, 5V, 3A or 25W, 5V, 5A with 
a special electronically marked cable. But special cables are both 
expensive and uncommon, so it is important for the application to sup-
port the standard 3A cable rating. 

One way to meet this constraint and increase the power delivered 
is to use two Li+ batteries in series (2S) rather than in parallel. Two 
series cells can be charged using the same current as a single-cell 
scenario and provide double the capacity. Now the problem is that 
your low-voltage charging and regulating electronics become incom-
patible and you must shop for higher voltage devices to connect the 
2S battery to your system. This choice potentially creates problems in 
the availability of high-voltage devices and poses issues in inventory 
and the sourcing of charge and control devices of different voltage rat-

ings. It also presents loss in purchase power due to volumes spread 
across different devices.

Alternatively, a 2:1 step-down converter (Figure 2) can be used to 
halve the 2S battery voltage and apply it to downstream low-voltage 
electronics. This way, the step-down converter can power the existing 
1S circuits while enabling the use of 2S batteries. 

In this design solution, we propose a 2:1 switched-capacitor converter 
(SCC) as the step-down converter of choice. The IC simplifies the 
migration to higher battery voltage by converting the 2S battery volt-
age to a 1S-equivalent output and allows designers to preserve the 
existing downstream 1S power architecture.

Why SCC?
The first thing that comes to mind for a step-down converter is the 
inductor-based buck converter. However, SCCs exhibit greater ef-
ficiency in a case like ours in which the ratio of the input voltage to 
the output voltage is an integer number (2). The SCC also has lower 
switching losses compared to an inductive buck converter. In the 
buck converter, each switch blocks the full input voltage and supports 
the full output current. In a 2:1 SCC, the switch only blocks half the 
input voltage and carries half of the output current, resulting into 
lower switching losses. Finally, the SCC benefits from the significantly 
higher energy density of capacitors over inductors, resulting in a 
smaller PCB area. All the factors discussed above makes the SCC an 
ideal solution in this application.

CONVERTER

Switched-Capacitor Converter 
Simplifies Migration from 1S to 

2S Battery Architectures
Power-hungry portable electronics are pushing battery capacities upward. As an example, 
mobile point-of-sale (POS) devices are built with integrated thermal printers that increase 

the power draw and may require a higher capacity battery.

By Bakul Damle, Mobile Power Business Management Director,  
Sagar Khare, Mobile Power Business Manager, and Nazzareno (Reno) Rossetti,  

Analog and Power Management Expert, Maxim Integrated

Figure 1: Mobile Point-of-Sale Terminal with a Thermal Printer

Figure 2: 2S Low-Current Battery Management System with 2:1 Step-
Down Converter

1200 Words · 4 Images
• An article has about 1200 words and 4 images.

A little more or less will be fine, too.
• We prefer a word document for the text.
• Please provide the images separately, using a common file

type like .png or .gif. For best results in print, please provide
your original images in high resolution.

• Your URL will appear at the end of the article.
No company or product names in the headline.
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CONTENTPRODUCT OF THE MONTH

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation has 
launched the LV100-type T-series 
IGBT (Insulated-Gate Bipolar Tran-
sistor) module for industrial use in 
September 2020. The common out-
line LV100 package, which achieves 
high versatility and high current 
density, is widely used and estab-
lished in railway and electric power 
applications and now has been 
adapted for industrial and renewable 
use. The new LV100 T-series IGBT 
modules for industrial applica-
tion will be available for 1200V and 
1700V blocking voltages and enable the 
reduction of size and power loss of power 
converters, especially in the field of renew-
able energy applications such as photovoltaic 
and wind-power generation, and also high-power 
motor drives. The Modules are equipped with the 
latest 7th-generation IGBT, based on Mitsubishi’s 
CSTBT™ (Carrier Store Trench Bipolar Transistor) 
structure, and the latest RFC (Relax Field of Cathode) 
diode for achieving low power losses. The RFC diode has 
an optimized electron mobility at the cathode side. This low 
power losses in combination with the optimized the pack-
age structure resulting in an industry-leading current density of 
17.14A/cm². Therefore the module is enabling the miniaturization 
of power converters and inverterized high power motor drives. 

The internal module structure has been optimized for more reliable 
inverter systems. Both insulation and copper parts have been inte-
grated into a novel baseplate structure thus enabling an optimization 
of the internal electrode structure and extending the thermal cycling 
life to highest industry’s class. Thermal cycling life is the lifespan due 
to stress-strain caused by gradual temperature changes which is gen-
erated for example by system start and stop load cycles. By this new 
structure a low package inductance has been realized. As result the 
optimized internal structure will contribute to the equipment reliability.  
The terminal layout of the LV100 package is optimized for easy paral-
leling and flexible inverter configurations and power ratings. The three 
AC main terminals help to reduce and equalize the terminal current 
density for achieving an increased inverter power rating.

www.mitsubishielectric.com 

IGBT Module for  
High Power Industrial  

and Renewable Applications
LV100-type T-series IGBT Module for Industrial Use will reduce energy consumption and 

size of renewable-energy power-supply systems, and more

Figure 1: LV100-type IGBT module for industrial and renewable ap-
plications

Table 1: Ratings of LV100-type IGBT module for industrial  
and renewable applications

2400 Words · 8 Images
• A cover story has about 2400 words and 6 to 8 images
• We prefer a word document for the text.
• Please provide the images separately,

using a common file type like .png or .gif.
• For best results, please provide your original images in high resolu-

tion.
• The cover artwork must provide free space in the

upper 8 cm (3.2 inch) for the magazine logo.

Deadline for the cover artwork is the 15th of the previous month.
No company or product names to be included in the headline.

600 Words · 1 Image
• A Product Editorial within the first third of the magazine.
• We prefer a word document for the text.
• Please provide the images separately, using a common file type

like .png or .gif. For best results, please provide your original imag-
es in high resolution.

• Your URL will appear at the end of the article.

Preferential treatment applies to our supporters.
No company or product names to be included in the headline.
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CONTENTNEWS

Introduced in 2004, the measurement standards defined by the North 
American 80 PLUS initiative can be used to evaluate and certify the 
efficiency of switched-mode power supplies (SMPS). A certificate 
is granted if the SMPS achieves at least 80 percent at defined load 
conditions. Solutions bearing the 80 PLUS certificate thus help in 
reducing the power demand of digitalization. To meet the require-
ments for the highest efficiency 80 PLUS Titanium certification, a 94 
percent efficiency at a load of 50 percent is required for 115 V input 
voltage and 96 percent for 230 V, respectively. Lite-on Technology 
Corporation has achieved this target with the CoolSiC™ MOSFETs 
650 V from Infineon Technologies. Lite-on management is convinced 
that silicon carbide has become mainstream for applications like solar 
inverters. Partnering with Infineon, it is their goal to show that it is also 
relevant for the power supply market for servers. As a perfect fit for 
this application, CoolSiC technology proves its sweet spots in perfor-
mance and cost at a system level. Lite-on is very keen on introducing 

the silicon carbide-based SMPS to the market, which exceeds the 
requirement of 96 percent efficiency for the Titanium certification.

www.infineon.com

Certificate Achieved Thanks to SiC MOSFETS’s

The Applied Power Electronics Conference (APEC) and its spon-
sors, the IEEE Power Electronics Society (PELS), the IEEE Industry 
Applications Society (IAS} and the Power Sources Manufacturers As-
sociation (PSMA) are pleased to announce that APEC 2021 will now 
be held from June 9-13, 2021 in Phoenix, AZ. The conference and 
exposition had previously been scheduled to take place in March. Ad-
ditionally, the exposition will take place at the start of the conference 
rather than in the middle as it has been in years past. The location of 
APEC 2021 will remain, as originally planned, at the Phoenix Arizona 
Convention Center.
The decision to change the dates of the conference and exposition 
was made after much consideration between sponsors, the city of 
Phoenix, and other stakeholders. By moving the global conference 
for power electronics professionals to June, the organizing commit-
tee believes that it will be in a better position to host a safer and more 
successful in-person event. The committee will continue to assess 
public health and safety matters in light of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic, and will make any further adjustments, if necessary, in a 
timely manner.
With the change of dates, the organizing committee will also re-open 
the submission process for Technical Papers, Industry Session Pre-

sentations, and Professional Education Seminars. More details and 
timelines will follow in the coming weeks. Those who have already 
submitted to the conference will not need to re-submit, but may 
amend or update previously submitted digests.

www.apec-conf.org

APEC 2021 Announces New Dates

In 2020, Würth Elektronik is honored to celebrate its 20-year partner-
ship with Future Electronics. The longevity of this relationship has 
proven that it’s been strong even in the soft economic electronic 
component markets. “Our positive partnership with Future Electronics 

is unlike any other. For us, their attention to detail has been impera-
tive to our business together. Their commitment to our brand has 
been crucial for our success together throughout the years. We look 
forward to many more years of strong partnership,” says Joe Haukos, 
Distribution Manager for the Americas for Würth Elektronik. With the 
help of Future Electronics’ strategic partnership, Wurth Elektronik has 
experienced consistently positive growth in electronic component 
sales. Future Electronics has also been a sponsor of the Würth Ele-
ktronik WE Day Technical Table Top and Seminar events in Mexico. 
Throughout the last 20 years, the Wurth Elektronik direct sales 
force has partnered with the Future Electronics field sales to assist 
customers in their projects from beginning to end. This partnership 
allows customers to experience exceptional support from conception, 
through the design cycle, and into production.

www.we-online.com

20-Year Partnership
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Dean Technology announced the availability of advanced interface 
options on the UMR-AA and UMR-A series of high voltage power sup-
plies. Using additional pins, the advanced interface options provide 
for enhanced adjustment and monitoring features consistent with 
industry standards and known customer needs. The V05 and V10 
options are available with +5VDC and +10VDC reference, control and 
monitoring respectively. The advance interface options allow both the 
power supply output voltage and current to be monitored and adjusted 

with the same scaling and include a +5VDC or +10VDC reference 
voltage. Signals are from 0 to +5VDC (V05) and 0 to +10VDC (V10) 
for all models and polarities of both the UMR-AA and UMR-A series. 
Output monitoring signals are fully buffered with high input impedance 
to ensure consistent accuracy regardless of load conditions. The low 
impedance outputs provided by these options also have a program-
ming accuracy that makes them ideal for integration into any variety of 
systems including those with digital and PLC control.
“DTI is filling out our standard power supply offerings exceptionally 
quickly,” said Scott Wilson, Power
Supply Product Manager for Dean Technology. “The V05 and V10 
options are important additions, and provide the substructure needed 
for many of the products to come. I am very excited to have all of this 
available for our customers at unbeatable pricing.”

www.deantechnology.com

Advanced Interfaces for HV Power Supplies

Rohde & Schwarz announces a promotion for its oscilloscope 
portfolio: When purchasing a four-channel model of the R&S 
RTO2000 or R&S RTP oscilloscope, customers can now upgrade to 

the next bandwidth level for no additional charge, saving up to 20.000 
EUR. Sufficient measurement bandwidth is essential for developing 
state-of-the-art electronics, particularly driven by the quest towards 
ever-faster communication devices. Therefore, upgrading to a higher 
bandwidth today will turn out as a future-proof investment for the 
challenges of tomorrow. Taehoon Kim, vice president product division 
oscilloscopes at Rohde & Schwarz, comments: “We know that having 
enough bandwidth is crucial for every oscilloscope application. By giv-
ing our customers additional bandwidth with their new oscilloscope, 
we want to support their innovative strengths for current and future 
projects.” The “Boost your bandwidth” offer is available worldwide 
from Rohde & Schwarz until December 31, 2020.  

www.rohde-schwarz.com

Bandwidth Upgrades for Selected Oscilloscopes 

Analog Devices announced the industry’s first wireless battery 
management system (wBMS), which enables automotive manufac-
turers increased flexibility to scale their electric vehicle fleets into 
volume production across a wide range of vehicle classes. This is 

the first wireless battery management system available for produc-
tion electric vehicles, and it will debut on General Motors’ production 
vehicles powered by Ultium batteries. The implementation of ADI’s 
wBMS eliminates the traditional wired harness, saving up to 90% of 
the wiring and up to 15% of the volume in the battery pack, as well 
as improving design flexibility and manufacturability, without compro-
mising range and accuracy over the life of the battery. ADI’s wBMS 
includes all integrated circuits, hardware and software for power, 
battery management, RF communication, and system functions in a 
single system-level product that supports ASIL-D safety and module-
level security building upon ADI’s proven industry leading BMS battery 
cell measurement technology. By delivering high accuracy for the 
lifetime of the vehicle, the system enables maximum energy use per 
cell required for best vehicle range and supports safe and sustainable 
zero-cobalt battery chemistries, such as lithium iron phosphate (LFP).
“We are pleased to collaborate with ADI to take the wBMS technology 
to production as part of our ground-breaking Ultium battery platform,” 
said Kent Helfrich, Executive Director, Global Electrification and Bat-
tery Systems at General Motors. “ADI’s wBMS technology enables 
the more widespread electrification of our fleet, and we look forward 
to a continued collaboration with ADI to deliver innovation in safety, 
quality, and performance for the future.”

www.analog.com

Wireless Battery Management System for Electric Vehicles
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